
KATRINA HUNT 
INSTA DOGS MINI ALBUM 
ALL PICTURES ARE SIZED 2.75 X 2.75 INCHES 
 

 
 
ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES NEEDED FROM YOUR STASH: 
LIQUID ADHESIVE 
MULTI MEDIUM GEL (I USED A GLOSS, YOU CAN USE MATTE IF YOU LIKE) 
FOAM ADHESIVE SQUARES  
BLACK INK PAD 
HOLE PUNCH  
ACRYLIC PAINT (WHITE, GOLD, PALE BLUE)/GESSO-THESE ARE OPTIONAL IF YOU 
WOULD LIKE TO LEAVE YOUR CHIPBOARD NAKED OR COVER WITH PAPER. 
EMBOSSING FOLDER/MACHINE-OPTIONAL 
BORDER PUNCH-OPTIONAL 
FREE CUTTING FILES-OPTIONAL 
ELECTRONIC DIE CUTTING MACHINE-OPTIONAL 
HEAT GUN-OPTIONAL 
VERAMARK INK-OPTIONAL 
EMBOSSING POWDER -OPTIONAL 
FABER CASTELL GELATOS (WHITE/SILVER/GOLD)-OPTIONAL 
TIM HOLTZ SCISSORS-OPTIONAL BUT WILL BE HANDY TO CUT A WOODEN TOKEN IN 
HALF! 
 



You will be using four pages of the chipboard mini album and then four of the kraft 
envelopes as bases for your pages.  Start by painting all chipboard pages with white acrylic 
paint.  Once the pages are dry, then take your gold acrylic paint and dry brush over the 
white, let dry.  
 
Cover: 
Cut a piece of paper 4 in. x 4.5 inches and attach at an angle on the chipboard page.  Use an 
embossing folder to emboss kraft envelope that is sized 4.50 inches square (scalloped 
edged closure flap).  Cut a piece of the stretch string 12 inches, double up  and warp around 
flap of envelope then seal flap. Attach kraft envelope slightly off angle of your pattern 
paper, then tear a piece of gold washi tape to place underneath the bottom edge of the kraft 
envelope peeking out underneath.  Cut another piece of pattern paper 1.5 x 5.5 inches and 
adhere with foam adhesive across the closure area of the kraft envelope. Cover chipboard 
letters and polaroid frame for with a couple of coats of gesso or white acrylic paint, let dry.   
Use blue acrylic paint to cover the first part of the title.  Use embossing ink and black 
embossing powder on a couple of the letters for the second part of the title and heat set.  
Attach letters to strip and below strip with liquid adhesive.  Attach two of the pearl 
embellishments on either side of the title. Use Gelatos (or acrylic paint) and color the 
polaroid frame two different colors.  Seal frame with multi medium gel, let dry.  Attach to 
front of kraft envelope next to part of title.  Clip the butterfly clip on top corner of envelope. 
Carefully cut a wooden token in half and tuck under strip. 

 
 
Second Page 
Cut piece of paper 4.25 x 4.5 inches and attach at an angle to page. Cut a piece of the burlap 
ribbon 5 inches and attach on side of page.  Attach calendar die cut with foam adhesive, 



slightly overlapping burlap.  Die cut filmstrip from free files for kit at 1.127 x 5.118 inches, 
adhere on top of calendar die cut. Attach picture with foam adhesive and then attach 
wooden mini ruler at bottom of picture with liquid adhesive.  Cover letter with gesso or 
acrylic paint.  I used liquid adhesive and a foil transfer sheet to alter my letter and then 
used multi medium gel over it to seal it. 
 
Front-Small kraft envelope insert 
Attach flap of envelope on back of second piece of chipboard page, between the holes made 
for the rings, and wrap around to the front of the of page.  Embellish with the LUCKY bingo 
card and the free cut file for the banner.  Size the banner around 3.0 inches. 
 
Back-Small kraft envelope insert 
Die cut the butterfly from the free cut files, sizing at around 3.0 inches across.  Adhere to 
the envelope.  Fold ends of gold bow and cut with scissors to create points, adhere to center 
of the butterfly with liquid adhesive. 
 
Third Page 
Cut piece of pattern paper 4.0 x 5.0 inches. Cut a piece of seam binding 4.25 inches and 
wrap around bottom of pattern paper.  Adhere this to chipboard page.  Tie a bow 
separately and attach at corner.  Attach a small kraft tag underneath the bow at an angle. 
Paint letter with gesso or acrylic paint, let dry.  Use a small piece of seam binding and wrap 
around middle of letter, then attach to center of bow with liquid adhesive.  Attach 
“handmade” sticker on edge of pattern paper.  Adhere die cut frame at an angle on top of 
picture.  Add foam adhesive to back of picture and attach to page. Use liquid adhesive to 
attach burlap flower in corner.  Attach small heart on die cut frame in the middle. 

 



 
Fourth Page 
Cut piece of pattern paper 3.75 x 4.5 inches and attach to page, closer to bottom of page.  
Use a border punch and punch a strip of 12 inches.  Use kraft envelope that measures, 3.5 x 
3.75. Cut two strips from border punched strip at 3.75 inches and layer on top of each 
other.  Attach to bottom of kraft envelope.  Use foam adhesive and attach to page.  Attach 
picture tucking slightly under closing flap of envelope.  Use die cuts and foam adhesive to 
embellish.  Adhere wood token in bottom corner of picture.  Use gesso or acrylic paint on 
letter, let dry.  Use embossing ink and powder on letter, then heat set.  Attach letter to wood 
token with liquid adhesive. 
 
Fifth Page-Kraft Envelope (front) 
Use the envelope that measures 5.0 x 5.0 inches for this page. Line up with a chipboard 
page and hole punch holes for the rings. Cut a piece of pattern paper and place on envelope, 
under the flap.  Use the die cut border and cut two 5.0 inch lengths and adhere at top and 
bottom edges. After attaching borders, adhere flap down.  Adhere picture and circle die cut 
with foam adhesive.  Slightly overlap picture over the edge of the flap.  Die cut a banner 
from the free files, sized around 5.0 inches and adhere to flap. Adhere another die cut on 
top of banner with foam adhesive.  Cover chipboard letters with gesso or acrylic paint, let 
dry.  Use liquid adhesive to attach above picture.  You can use a piece of flair for the letter O 
if you want! 
 
Sixth Page-Kraft Envelope (back) 
Mat picture with pattern paper, leaving a slight border.  Continue with different pattern 
papers and then attach to back of envelope.  Attach other half of wood token at top of page.  
Attach die cuts with foam adhesive.  Paint letter with gesso or acrylic paint and then cover 
with gelatos.  Use a multi medium sealer over letter.  Attach to page once dry. 

 



 
Seventh Page 
Cut pattern paper 4.25 x 5 inches, attach to chipboard page.  Use kraft envelope sized 4.0 x 
4.0 inches and attach on top of pattern paper, toward bottom of page.  Adhere picture in 
center of envelope.  Attach polka dot binding above picture.  Make twine bow and attach in 
corner.  Cut length of ruffle ribbon and attach above envelope.  Adhere 3 hearts to envelope 
using liquid adhesive.  
 
Eighth Page 
Cut 5 lengths of lace ribbon 5 inches long.  Starting at left side adhere the first three, side by 
side, to chipboard page.  Adhere a strip of washi tape next. Adhere the other two pieces 
after the washi tape.  Cut a length of the pearl ribbon that is six pearls long and attach on 
top of the third piece of ribbon.  Attach felt flower and flair on the side.  Attach butterfly clip 
to top of tag, then attach tag to page with foam adhesive. 

 
 
Ninth Page 
Cut a piece of paper 4.25 x 5 inches and attach to page. Cut a piece of pattern paper bigger 
than your picture to use at a mat.  Adhere with foam adhesive to chipboard page, then 
adhere picture with foam adhesive also.  Adhere gold bow with liquid adhesive in the 
bottom center.  Adhere die cut with foam adhesive. 
 
Back Cover 
Cut pattern paper 4.25 x 5 inches and adhere to page.  Adhere die cut card to page at an 
angle.  Adhere pearl embellishments in opposite corners of tag.  Adhere corrugated kraft 
tag to side of card at an angle.  Tie a knot in a length of seam binding and then attach to tag 



with liquid adhesive.  Tie a twine bow and attach on top of seam knot bow. Fold acrylic 
tickets and staple.  Paint all pieces chipboard camera with gesso/acrylic paint, let dry. Heat 
emboss the center in black and the eye piece in blue.  Once camera body is dry, use a silver 
gelato on front of it.  Seal with a multi medium adhesive.  Reassemble camera parts and 
then adhere to front of tag with liquid adhesive.  Let tickets show at top and bottom.  
Adhere a heart in the center of the lens.  
Add ribbon to rings and any other additional embellishments you would like to add. to 
pages.  Stamp dates thru out album as you like.  Verafine ink works great with the roller 
stamp! 

 
 

 



 
 
 


